
KEY BENEFITS

Alarms & Notifications

Customize real-time alarms to be 

instantly notified in Genetec's alarm 

manager when persons of interest 

are detected in a sensitive area.

Camera Control

Create and analyze Genetec's 

cameras with extended 

configuration and settings abilities.

Person List Management

Enroll persons of interest (POI)

and create custom rules and alarms

for different people groups.

Automatic Bookmarks

Enable efficient investigations 

with searchable metadata to 

review a person detected at a 

specific time and place.

Review Video Playback

Review video playback of tagged 

persons or unauthorized visitors 

automatically saved by the system.

All in One Place

Seamlessly integrate with other

video services, centralizing your

security operations.

Corsight AI’s Facial Recognition Plugin integrates flawlessly

with Genetec Security Center to ensure 24/7 security 

monitoring. With this integration, Genetec Security Center's 

users can leverage Corsight’s facial recognition capabilities 

directly in Genetec live video feeds.

Corsight AI’s solution is capable of accurately recognizing 

individuals under the most challenging conditions,

including face coverings, extreme angles, darkness,

and harsh environments, all with unparalleled speed.
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PROBLEMPROBLEM

As a Genetec administrator, you know 

that valuable information can often go 

unnoticed in standard video footage. 

Utilizing real-time video analysis 

capabilities like facial recognition 

introduces a challenge: making these 

alerts and insights clear and easily 

accessible to security teams - both in 

the control room and in the field.
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HOW IT WORKS

Contact Corsight AI to obtain software licenses.

Connect your Genetec Security Center with the Corsight AI Plugin.

Import persons of interest to rule-based watchlists and assign them to your cameras.

Customize notifications and alarms for face detection events, including unauthorized visitors, VIPs, and employees.

Receive real-time alerts directly into Genetec Security Center and initiate time-critical security responses.

Instantly identify persons of interest 
to notify your security team about 
potential threats in real time
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